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About This Game

In Land of Puzzles: Knights the king and queen need your help. To avoid war the king has accepted a challenge of puzzles to
solve. He needs you to solve 15 sets of challenging puzzles and help him secure the kingdom. Each set of these challenges

contains a three by three and six by six puzzle. To move on to the next challenge you will have to solve both puzzles in a row.
Each puzzle is randomly created so you can enjoy replaying with a new experience each play through. In Land of Puzzles

Knights you will enjoy hours of puzzle solving with a medieval knights theme. Run into a hard puzzle? Use the hint button at
any time to overlay the finished puzzle to see what parts you're missing. Land of Puzzles Knights needs you to save the

kingdom, a true challenge for any puzzle enthusiast.

FEATURES:
15 Levels

3x3 Rotation Puzzles
6x6 Rotation Puzzles

30 Puzzles total
Random Puzzle Creation

Hint Helper
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land of puzzles knights

Nice ! Very cool ! fantasick !)
 Try it but play at list 1h and 30 min... it's litl dificult on start but after some time you enter atmosfer ) and enjoy ). MORE
CONTENT!!!!! Ez game but fun, not nearly enough achievments for how easy they are, except combo master, which took my
an half hour to think of a team. Just add like another map or something. As it is right now idk if its worth the 5 but it would be
if they where to update it.. This game is part 3 of the series, and it has better overall polish than parts 1 and 2. In the first two
installments, they established the setting and characters, though the game mechanics were not polished. The puzzles were
troublesome more on account of a clumsy user interface, though this was in addition to the puzzles being somewhat obscure
(i.e., just keep rubbing items together until something works).

Part 3 is a more satisfying, polished experience, in terms of plot structure, character motivations, puzzle logic, artwork, and user
interface. If you want to skip parts 1 and 2, then all you need to understand for part 3 is the following:

-- SPOILERS --

The lead character (Alicia) was framed for having stolen a golden sphere, about the size of a softball. The sphere is a piece of
high technology that can hold an electric charge. The origins of the sphere are unknown, though more is revealed in part 3.

Alicia has a love interest (Blaine) that works for a corporation that has an interest in the golden sphere.

Blaine has an ex-love interest whom also works for the corporation.

Alicia has a friend, Franky, who is essentially an alien minotaur. Though Franky was a minor supporting character in parts 1 and
2, he takes on a more important role in part 3.. is bretty good!

While early off this game has some kinks, the developer is super talkative and helped me with a problem already, this shows the
dev or devs care asbout our input imo, also this probably indicates that this game will get better in time.
The zombies are a bit strange but this game is enthrawling an trrifying when they are all rushing after you, it may seem like way
too extreme but the dev may tone it down if we want. I kind of like the terror though.

for 5 dollars or less why not, come try to beat my score fools!. I really love this game. It's amazing, peaceful, creative and fun to
watch! I don't understand why people don't play this game. There are almost no servers in this game, but i still enjoying playing
with bots though.. A few hours into the game and leaving a quick review. In many ways, this game is not a traditional point and
click game. The game leans heavily on the Darkhorse comic stories, and this is a must-buy for fans of comic book narratives.
The story is solid, and there are many narrative challenges, where the player must pick the right questions for interrogations.
Additionally, the hand-drawn animations and incredibly detailed backgrounds are excellent. Obviously there were some veteran
artists involved here.

The game is less impressive in some other areas... that's painful with the game's above-average price tag. The voice narration is
just forgetable, there are some unconventional puzzles and game interfaces, and some of the point and click gameplay feels
downright uninspired. I wish they had developed the game world a bit more, to make me appreciate these graphic novel
characters.

All in all, I would recommend this game for fan of graphical novels, because it does deliver an interesting story. There are some
very great graphical flourishes, too. But it lacked the elements of a good point and click game. So, this is one where you might
be waiting for a steam sale, unless you are already a fan of the comic style.

Played this on an Ubuntu Linux 18.10 system, with radeon mesa drivers. This game uses the Godot Game Engine, and I had no
technical problems with this game, even on a very old computer.. good game!!!. It's as timey wimey as it gets. My favorite part
of this little game is when I break old geezer's leg in his childhood. Meh, he's a minor character anyway and sacrifice was
needed in order to save the world. I can't help but compare Chronology to The Silent Age (another timey wimey game), and in
my mind a game like that shouldn't be too easy like The Silent Age. Chronology has everything: good puzzles, rememberable
characters, sacrfices, anti-hero and a deadbeat villain.. elwurd makes me think of fan made song videos, the song being some
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sort of romance song.. The flying is a helluva lot of fun. The parts where you're not flying, not so much, but you barely have to
deal with it. And the flying itself is pretty unique and different; really made to work well for handling in VR. It's not really a
game with a goal, but gives you a solid idea of what flying mechanics can be done in VR, so enjoy the casual flying.
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I love this game but it crashes way to often randomly under win 10 home
I cannot believe the "Unable to allocate system memory, size 172" still could not be fixed after this many years

. it was fun for a few hours, but after rediculously sized battles with funny compositions theres not much else.. 
https://youtu.be/Xba8OKCbwOA

Fun humor based in a never ending onslaught of Llama puns. Lots of Weapon Combinations that you can attach to one of two
mech arms. Along with a variety of enemies and environments to fight in.

As far as Arcade top down shooters go this is top notch. I think the only thing I didnt like was the firing rate of the starting
pistols you get on the robot. But as a game thats intended to progressively ramp up in difficulty it was a non issue pretty quickly.

Good stuff and would fully recommend.. There's two aspects I want to air about this game in particular.

First of all, it is not as polished as my first AEGOD experience, American Civil War. This one feels more like in an un-finished
state to be honest, and alot could've been gained by simply using the same basic interface as in at least ACW. As it is now the
interface feels clunky and somewhat unresponsive, and I'm left with a feeling this product was at least somewhat rushed to
release.

Second then, and that is about how the game plays out in general, and as a depiction of the thirty years war, I do think it's very
accurate. Field battles are somewhat scarse, and most of your troops actually melt away marching back and forth over Germany,
and combat is mainly about gaining control over fortified cities. When your armies are worn down it's time to move back
towards your base area to replenish troops and rebuild strength, so you will normally be stronger the closer to your base areas
you are. Having studied this war and how it turned out, this resembles how the war in general turned out. As such it becomes
very interesting for anyone interested in the period and the war.

What's lacking is a better depiction of the changes during the war, like f.x the change from the tertio formation to line systems,
wich seems to be implemented in some way (a message appears that the catholics have changed their regimental system), but
how and to what effect is very unclear.

For anyone interested in a strategic game about the thirty years war in its entirety, or for some of the smaller campaigns for that
matter, I will recommend this game. For someone new to strategic games this could be a tough game to start with though.. Short
but fun godgame with intuitive controls and full tutorial built into your campaign. Could be something a lot better with more
built onto their foundation. Management, worship and combat are all very basic however and you don't have direct control over
where buildings are placed, though the ai does build with it's purpose as a priority.

+WASD camera controls
+Terraforming
+UI built for purpose, everthing is conveniently displayed and accessible

-The slow pace of the advisor overlays can be an annoyance.
-Other than choosing which class to create and when, the village is autonomous. Well-made oldschool style RPG. Does away
with some of the genre's frustrations - random battles, has "running", and multiple difficulties; the hardest of which is borderline
unfair (rng based) in some encounters.

The story and dialogue are pretty ridiculous. Each area brings new enemy types and no two encounters have the same
configuration. There are many jobs to mix and match on your characters, but there are a few obviously strong and a few very
weak.

Should be over 20 hours on insane, much shorter if you play on a lower difficulty and don't have to retry battles.. This game is
fun it has awesome story and cool music! Price is good.
10/10 Get the game you will enjoy it.
. First off: TOTALLY WORTH BUYING. It's a great chunk of content for 9,99.
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Some small issues I have with the game atm, but they might get patched soon (probably will, same problems arose with The
Forgotten but were patched soon after release)
* Multiplayer is a bit choppy atm, with frequent crashes
* Some of the new units don't have smooth animations
* Something happened to the sound, making it not play until the previous sound has finished playing (building a house with the
hotkeys b then e produces one "click", for example) I want this back!

It has about the same content as a "classic" AOE II expansion:
* 4 New campains
* 4 New civs (most expansions give 5, however)
* New gamemode, addition of some generic units COMPLETELY overhauls water combat and expands siege options
* New civs have their own building style
* Addition of new fauna and terrain to fit the new civs. If you ever wanted to fly a Chinook trough an underground cave
complex digged out by the hands of vietcong child soldiers... boy do I got a game for you.

I recommend putting aiming on mouse and control difficulty on professional ! Extra torture guaranteed but you can pull some
stuff that is impossible with the Amateur setting (noob pilot).
And if you are lucky the game has those distinct weather effects, changing monsun storms, fog inside the caves, various bodies
of water you have to divebomb into to pull out some dumbass GIs.

One major gripe I have about this is the non existing controller support. I got 3 different gamepads on this thing. Direct and
XInput and all of them do not work. So thats that. Gonna get emulator support for the controller.

Get it on SALE or in a bundle. It is worth it when you are bored.. lt;----- 69 stars
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